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DESCRIPTION OF DESIGN FOR AN ATHENAEUM.
The problem to be solved is to design a building answering the general purposes of a 
library, art gallery and museum. To make the building compact and suitable for a city lot, an
inner court is not aavisableaand the rooms must be arranged around a central main hall.
The principal difficulty met with in this arrangement is, to properly light the various 
rooms, and yet get the dimensions suitable and the rooms conveniently suitated with respect to 
each other.
The reading room and the museum are the two principal rooms on the first floor, and being 
of about equal importance they are made of equal size and placed symmetrically, one on each 
side, running the full length of the building.
The next room of importance on the main floor is the stack room, which is placed off the
main hall, directly opposite the entrance and stairways. It is designed to accommodate about
45,000 volumes and is arranged in two stories of seven feet each.
The librarian ard cataloguer are each given a room 17* x 3.5', one on each side of the
stack room, the librarian's room being on the reading room side. The librarian has direct
access to the main hall, reading room and stack room, and is in the best possible position to
discharge his duties.
Two rooms are provided near the entrance and opening off the stair hall, one of which is 
to be used as a cloak room, and the other as a conversation ard waiting room.
The stairs ascend to the second floor in two straight flights, and two stairways are 
provided, as the art department is an important feature of the building. On the second floor 
a gallery ten feet wide is carried around the light well and the varioiis rooms are accessible
from it. The ends of the building are devoted to paintings, while to the rear of the center a
lecture room is provided to seat 160 people. This lecture room is to be used in connection 
with the art department, and on each side of it a seminary room is provided for the use of the 
art students.
In the front of the building, over the entrance, a trustee's room is provided, with a 
director's room adjoining.
The exterior of the building is treated in the Renaissance style, with engaged columns 
running through two stories. An effort has been made to make the exterior treatment of the 
building suggest the interior arrangement-' This idea is carried out in the size and spacing 
of windows, in their decoration and height from floor line, and also in the inscriptions on 
the band which is carried entirely around the building, between the first and second story
windows. The frieze is made wide to admit of windows for the lighting of the vaulted ceilings
in the art galleries.
The outside dimensions of the building are 96' x 154', and the cost, estimated at 40^
per cubic foot, is about $400,000.
